
The Fitch Fuel Catalyst was installed along the frame rail inline like 
a fuel filter. With some applications the Fitch device is installed in-
tank. The correct model unit is determined by the displacement of 
the engine or the size of the fuel tank. The Fitch device provided a 
detectable boost in power and also delivered better fuel mileage as 
promised.

The Fitch Fuel Catalyst kit for our Ford 7.5L 460 CID V8 engine in-
cluded an inline Fitch device, installation brackets, zip ties, barb 
hose adapters, high-pressure fuel hose with fittings, and swivel flare 
adapters. The Fitch Fuel Catalyst is available for numerous vehicle 
applications, including most Jeep, Toyota, Suzuki, Ford, and Land 
Rover models.
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Better MPG
Improve Fuel Economy 

with the Fitch Fuel Catalyst

t he Fitch Fuel Catalyst is a permanent fuel treatment and stabilizer that is said to im-
prove horsepower and torque, boost octane, and extend oil life. It is also said to increase 
fuel economy 1 to 2.5 mpg on average while reducing emissions at the same time. The Fitch 

device uses a metal alloy composed by a proprietary process to permanently transform hydro-
carbon fuels to a more advanced quality. The Fitch Fuel Catalyst is available for automotive 
applications, as well as recreational vehicles such as motorcycles, ATVs, and snowmobiles, and 
even outdoor power equipment. It also functions with both gasoline and diesel engines. The 
Fitch Fuel Catalyst is warranted for 250,000 miles and does not dissolve or lose its potency.
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While we were skeptical at first, figuring the Fitch de-
vice was more snake oil in new packaging, we were pleas-
antly surprised to find that it actually worked. The vehicle 
that received the Fitch device was a 1997 Ford F-350 Crew 
Cab XLT 4WD pickup with a 7.5L 460 CID V8 engine, 
E4OD 4-speed automatic transmission, 4.10 ratio ring and 
pinion, and 37x12.50R17 Goodyear Wrangler MTR tires. 
A tremendous gas hog, the truck averaged 7 miles per 
gallon prior to the installation of the Fitch Fuel Catalyst. 
With the device in place these numbers made a notice-
able jump with an average of 9.6 mpg. The extra pep that 

was detected felt like we had added an octane booster at 
the last fuel fill up, and it will continue to perform in this 
manner without the need for replenishing. If you’re after 
improved fuel economy, reduced emissions, and improved 
performance then the Fitch Fuel Catalyst can deliver.
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